
 

Howard Audio features in the Loeries rankings 2023!

The Loerie Awards happened in Cape Town last year where Howard Audio had its name on no less than 21 finalists, two
Campaign Craft Gold Loeries, a Campaign Craft Bronze and a craft certificate. We always say awards mean nothing…until
you win one!

With the official Loeries rankings now released, Howard Audio is very proud to have been recognised consecutively for
over a decade. This year we find ourselves being ranked the number three recording studio for audio and radio across
Africa and the Middle East. It is an amazing achievement to even be mentioned in the rankings, so this year we wear our
bronze metal with pride.

We are even more thrilled that both Adam Howard and our Head of Audio Paul Theodorou have been recognised in the
sound design category rankings and Adam Howard once again ranks in the music composer category.
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Thank you to all our amazing clients who trust us each week with their audio and music needs.

Contact Howard Audio today and get your audio project elevated to the next level!

Howard Audio joins forces with Kabza De Small and Ofentse Pitse with Red Bull Symphonic 25 Apr 2024
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Howard Audio picks up 4 Creative Circle Best Of 2023 awards! 20 Mar 2024

Howard Audio teams with In Bloom to bring awareness on gender issues 13 Mar 2024

Howard Audio features at Creative Circle Awards 15 Feb 2024
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Howard Audio

At Howard Audio we do sound differently. Our composers and engineers combine original music, sound
design and final mix in a state of the art studio to create emotionally captivating audio.
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